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User Manual 
Thank you for using our DSPPA public address system. Please read this User Manual carefully to make better use 

of this equipment. 

 

 

 

Gu a n g zh o u  DS PPA A u d io  Co . ,  L td .  

 http://www.DSPPA.com 

http://www.dsppatech.com 
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Matters needing attention 

Please read the following before operating the product. 

Warning 

The following basic requirements must be strictly observed, to avoid potential personal injury and 

equipment or property damages to you or any person nearby. The basic requirements include without 

limitation to the following: 

Power source/power cable 

• Please disconnect the device from power source 

by pulling the plug other than the power cord. 

Pulling the power cord may result in damages. 

• Please keep the power cord away from heat source. 

Do not over-bend the power cord or place it 

anywhere it can be stepped on or may cause to trip. 

• This is connected to power source via the plug and 

any failure or danger occurs, the user can 

disconnect the device from power source by pulling 

out the plug out from the socket, therefore, it is 

required that the power socket should be located 

somewhere with easy access. 

• The device is not completely disconnected from 

power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake 

of safety, please disconnect the device from the 

socket if it is not in user. 

Positioning 

• Please disconnect the device from power source 

before relocating the device. 

• For avoiding deformation of panels and damages 

to internal components, please do NOT place the 

device where there is heavy dust or violent 

vibration, or where it is extremely cold or hot. 

• Please keep this device off water drops or splash 

or vase filled with water or any other articles of 

similar nature. 

Connection 

• Please disconnect other equipment from power 

source before they are connected to this product. 

Please tune volume to its minimum level before the 

device is powered ON or OFF. 

• All terminals on the device marked with  are 

live and dangerous, and should be connected by 

trained personnel. 

When abnormal conditions are realized 

• Please disconnect the device from power source 

immediately in case the power cord is worn or 

damaged or if the sound is suddenly cut off or any 

abnormal odor or smoke comes out from the device, 

and then have the device inspected and repaired by 

professional personnel. 

Precautions in Operation 

• Please do NOT insert any finger into any gap or 

opening of the device. 

• Please prevent foreign objects (paper, plastics or 

metal etc.) from being inserted or falling into any 

gap or opening of the device. In such case, please 

cut off power source immediately. 

• Please do NOT put the body or any heavy object 

on the device and do NOT operate the buttons or 

switches or connections with excessive force. 

Do NOT open 

• Please do NOT remove the cover of the equipment, 

otherwise you may get an electric shock. 

• Do NOT attempt to remove any internal 

component from the device, or to modify the 

equipment in whatever manner. In case of any 

abnormal condition, please stop using the device 

immediately and have it inspected and repaired by 

professional personnel. 

             Other Precautions 

• Our company shall not be responsible for data loss 

or damages due to improper use of unauthorized 

modification to the device. 

• The images and screen display in this Manual are 

only for description and may be different from 



        

screen images in actual operation. The screen display depends on the product. 
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1.Product Description 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This product applies a unique technology so that it can produce highly directional sound. Compared with the 

traditional speakers, this speaker effectively achieve zone broadcast. Only people in that zone can listen to what is 

broadcasting and it won’t interfere other zones. 

This speaker can transmit sound accurately and the required origin volume is low; the use of high-directional 

audible sound can achieve sound source positioning; 

Sound source can be transmitted to target area by line transmission and object surface reflection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Feature Commercial value 

Smaller size and lighter Suitable to more venues 

A variety of installation forms, ultra-thin, easy 

to install 

Highly directional The sound can spread in partial area 

Independent sound to individual zones; no 

interference to other zones 

Transmission distance is farther, and attenuation 

is smaller 

 Noise pollution is effectively solved 

Refraction characteristic The sound encounters a flat surface to produce 

reflections that can achieve a virtual sound 

source 

Multiple channels Can achieve stereo 

Unique patented audio processing technology Low distortion, wider frequency response, 

support for multiple directional audio 

applications 

(Picture for reference only, please prevail in kind) 
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2.Use instruction 

2.1 Equipment connection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As shown in FIG above: 

① Note: When connecting the power, keep the power switch off. If the power switch is pressed, it indicates the 

power is connected ; bouncing up of the switch indicates the power is disconnected and the power is turned off. 

② Connect the power supply: Plug one end of the AC adapter into the AC 220V socket and connect the other end 

DC 24V / 3A power output plug to the power line port 

③ Connect the audio line: plug the 3.5mm audio line port into the device audio input port, the other end 

connected to the audio player(such as mobile phones, tablet PCs, computers, MP3, TV) 

④ Turn on the power switch: When the power switch is turned on, LED power indicator light will be on and 

become green. 

Note: 5 seconds after the device power is turned on, the device will be turned on and audio can be broadcasted. 

 

2.2 Audio broadcast and volume adjustment  

Note：Use audio players (such as mobile phones, tablets, computers, MP3, TV) to output audio signals and set the 

volume. 

You can also set the volume by the volume knob on the power amplifier. 

Note: Clear and high-quality audio file can be broadcasted with good effect 

2.3 Audio broadcast distance 

The equipment is highly directional and can achieve accurate sound source location. The sound source can spread 

by reflection on the surface of the object. For achieving better audio effect, please keep the distance between 

listeners and the speaker as at least 1m when broadcasting and setting the volume. 

Power switch  

Indicator 
Audio source input Volume adjustment 
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Warning：Listeners shouldn’t be too close to the speaker. The distance should be more than1 m . 

 

2.4 Application 

This product has high directivity and acoustic beam is much narrower than traditional speakers. It is effective to 

reduce the noise pollution  

The equipment can meet the following requirements: 

● Zone  broadcast,  sound source controllable, no interface with other zones 

● Clear sound; The hearing is comfortable 

● Simulation of auditory experience 

 

① Reflection sound source 

A unique feature of this product is that the emitted acoustic beam can use surface reflection to form a virtual 

sound source. 

It’s shown in the following demonstration: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The use of sound-absorbing material on the reflective surface is the primary method of suppressing 

unnecessary reflection. 

 

② Directional broadcast 

 

This product can control the sound spreading to a partial area so that it will not interrupt other people. The 

speaker’s position and angle should be adjusted based on the venue and listeners’ demand, which is as shown as 

the following example: 

 

 

 

Virtual audio 

source 

Audio source 

Reflection of virtual sound Sound absorbing material of suppressing reflection 

Audio source 
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Note: The client is responsible for selecting the correct installation location and hardware to ensure proper and 

safe installation of the speakers. 

Equipment installation and pendants must be operated by a professional. Improper installation may result in 

serious injury and damage to the equipment. 
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3.Troubleshooting 

1. Indicators  and troubleshooting 

① The indicator light is green: indicates the device is in normal use. If the indicator isn’t light up, please check if 

the power adapter is connected fine.  

② The indicator is green but flashing: an interval of 2 seconds flashing and an interval 1 second flashing means it 

is overheating state. Shorter the interval is, higher amplifier temperature will be. Please turn down the volume or 

turn off the amplifier to cool it down. 

③  If the indicator light turns red, it means that the device is faulty, please immediately turn off the device 

immediately. If the device can’t work properly 3 second after restart, please contact your local dealer. 

 

2.  Low sound volume or no sound 

① Check if there is connection to audio signal source and if it can output signal level; 

② Check whether the speaker is aimed at the target area; 

③ Check whether the power port is inserted or the LED of the host rear is working; 

④ Check if  the speaker line is damaged (wear, cut, etc.) or not; 

⑤Check if there is proper contact between the wires and the terminals (which may cause a short circuit); 

⑥ Try to change the location or angle. 
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Specification 1 

Brand DSPPA 

Model LA1525SD 

Color and material Black , Aluminum and plastic 

Specification 2  

Type Highly directional speaker 

Stereo Single /two channel 

Direction angle （-10db）<12° 

Rated power 25W 

Input impedance 10kΩ 

SPL 83dB@2m 1kHz 

Promt Type Indicators 

Interface 3.5mm audio interface 

 Mini USB audio interface 

 Universal 4VDC power port 

Power 24V DC/3A 

Dimension 
Amplifier 154*110*38mm/  

Speaker 292*163*23mm 

Work temperature -15℃ ~ 45℃ 

Humidity 0-95%（Non-condensing） 

Power consumption 20W 

Weight 850g 

 

 

Packing list 

Name Specification Quantity 

Highly directional speaker LA1525SD 1 

Power adapter 

Input：110~220V  

       AC 50/60Hz 
1 

Output：24VDC/3A 

Length：2.5~2.8 m 

Audio line 
3.5mm two channel audio terminal 

1 
Length：40cm/100cm/150cm/180cm 

 

 

Optional goods 

Name Model Power supply 

Infrared WiFi player AF-WH DC 5V mini USB power supply 

U flash drive 4GB/8GB  
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Safety Precautions 

 
1.  Safety Precautions 

 Please do NOT connect this device to the power source, before the system is correctly wired. 

 It is important to ensure that input voltage to the device is the same as required voltage of the device, 

otherwise the device may be damaged. 

 There is dangerous voltage in the device, which may cause personal electric shock. Please do NOT open 

the case without permission, to avoid potential risks of electric shock. 

 The device is not completely disconnected from power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake of 

safety, please disconnect the device from the socket if it is not in use. 

 Please do NOT place the device where it is extremely cold or hot. 

 Good ventilation must be provided in the working environment of the device, to avoid excessive 

temperature during its operation, which may cause damages to the device. 

 Please unplug the device from power socket in raining and wet days or if the device is not in use for a 

long time. 

 Please disconnect the power plug from sockets, to ensure the device has been completely disconnected 

from power source, before any component is removed from or re-installed in the device or before any 

electric connector of the device is disconnected or reconnected. 

 In case of any failure of the device, please do NOT open the case and repair without permission from a 

professional personnel, to avoid accident or additional damages to the device. 

 Please do NOT place any corrosive chemicals near or on the device. 

 

2．   Matters needing attention 

 Our company provides a three-year free warranty service (including free replacement parts) over quality 

issues as from the date of purchase, provided that the device is installed and used in accordance with 

requirements specified in the User Manual. 

 For warranty, the user must show the Warranty Card and the receipt kept by the user and purchase 

invoice of the device as supporting documents. 

 The following conditions are beyond the scope of warranty: 

1．Product damage due to improper installation, use or handling; 

2．Product damage due to abnormal conditions (such as excessive power source voltage or ambient 

humidity); 

3．Product damage due to acts of God; 

4．Product SN is changed, altered or removed; 

5．Product has been repaired or modified by any person without duly authorization from our company;  

 Please keep the User Manual and Warranty Card in good custody. 

 For issues and precautions not mentioned in this User Manual, if required, please contact the distributor 

or visit our website at http://www.DSPPATECH.com. 

 In case of any failure in the warranty period, please contact service personnel (or distributor) of our 

company for service. The company shall not be made liable for damages due to unauthorized 

dis-assembly or maintenance or service by unauthorized personnel. 

 

http://www.dsppatech.com/
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Guangzhou DSPPA Audio Co., Ltd 

                                                       

Caution 

● The device is not completely disconnected from power source when it is switched "OFF". For sake of safety, 

please disconnect the device from the socket if it is not in use. 

● Please keep this device off water drops or splash or vase filled with water or any other articles of similar 

nature. 

● Please do NOT remove the cover of the equipment, otherwise you may get an electric shock. Where 

necessary, repair to the equipment should be conducted by qualified professionals. 

● All terminals on the device marked with   are live and dangerous, and should be connected by trained 

personnel. 

● This is connected to power source via the plug and any failure or danger occurs, the user can disconnect the 

device from power source by pulling out the plug out from the socket, therefore, it is required that the power 

socket should be located somewhere with easy access. 

 


